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MAKING POOL
PREMIUM
Learn how to transform your pool
offer with our premium pool pack

AUTOMATE
FOOTBALL
FIXTURES

SUMMER
SAVINGS ON
AIRACK

Using your BeeBox

£50 off - buy online now!

NEVER MISS A MATCH
Football season is upon us once again, and BeeBox have all of the fixtures lined up to
be released on to BeeBox Systems across the country.
Simply add the "football fixtures" item to your digital signage playlist and it will
automatically update with the newest matches throughout the season.
This is a simple and effective way of keeping your customers informed without having
to hang tatty posters every week.
Click here for more info:

Click Here

THE PREMIUMISATION OF POOL
All around us elements of the Licensed Trade are becoming more "premium", gin lovers expect garnish, sports
fanatics search for HD screens and foodies are looking for gourmet dishes.
At Bob Rudd we've developed a Premium Pool Pack to help venues up their pool table offering and stay ahead of
their competition. Developing the pool area is great for increasing cash box levels whilst also helping with wet
sales and customer dwell time.
Each pack contains:
- Professional quality cloth
- Aramith pool balls
- High quality cues
- Knock out competition pack
- Premium pool advertising posters
If you are interested in finding out more about
our premium pool pack simply get in touch here:

Click Here

£50 SUMMER DISCOUNT ON AIRACK
We're having a beautiful sunny summer and beer gardens are overflowing with
customers happy to have another drink with friends. Don't put them off by
serving flat beer in wet glasses....invest in an Airack.
This easy to use, plug and play device dries glasses directly out of the glass
washer, simply place the clean tray of glasses on the Airack, turn it on and
watch the water vanish.
Clear Cool are currently offering £50 off the Airack when bought online,
simply click here to purchase yours:

Click Here

"Absolutely brilliant! Not a flat pint all weekend with no wastage"
- Wendi, The Ainsty, York
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